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CELLS AND CELLULARITY IN INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL

NORMED LINEAR SPACES

BY

R. A. MC COY(')

ABSTRACT.    Certain concepts such as cells, cellular sets, point-like sets,

and decomposition spaces are studied and related in normed linear spaces.   The

relationships between these concepts in general resemble somewhat the corres-

ponding relationships in lîuclidean space.

There are certain topological properties in Euclidean   ra-space which can be

conveniently studied as properties in normed linear spaces.   In this paper con-

cepts such as open and closed cells, cellular sets, point-like sets, and decom-

position spaces are studied and related.   Many, but not all, of the relationships

between these concepts in infinite-dimensional normed linear spaces resemble

the corresponding relationships in finite-dimensional spaces.

Throughout the paper,   E will denote an arbitrary normed linear space, and

6 will represent the zero element of  E.   For any positive real number  r and any

x £ E,  let  Br(x) = \y £ E: \\x - y|| < r\ and  SJ,x) = \y £ E: \\x - y|| = r\.   For con-

venience let  Bf = Br(6) and Sf = Sr(d).

1.   Tame cells.   A closed subset   C of   E  is a cell in   E  if there exists a

homeomorphism from the pair   (B., S j) onto the pair   (G, Bd C).   C is tame if

there exists a homeomorphism from   E  onto itself taking   G onto  ß..   A closed

subset   K of  E\lnt G is a collar of  C if there exists a homeomorphism  h from

the triple   (73, ; By^, S,) onto the triple   (K u G; G, Bd (K u C)).

Lemma 1.1.    Let  C  be a cell in  E,  and let f be a homeomorphism from the

pair (B., S A onto the pair (C, Bd C).   Then there exists a homeomorphism h

from  E  onto Use If such that h\ „     =f\a   •
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Proof.   Set  D . = B,2,_. ,,,¡, for  i = 1, 2, • • ■ .  Since there is a homeomorphism

from  £  onto itself which takes   C into ß}  and  f(6) = 6, it can be assumed with-

out loss of generality that  CCßj and ¡(0) = 6.   Choose  (>0 so that Bf C /(Dj),

and choose  8 > 0 so that  B g C /"  (B,/2)-   Define a homeomorphism F,  from  E

onto itself so that  F1(D1) = ßgand  Ej |£ ,D    = identity.   Let  G}  be a homeo-

morphism from  E onto itself such that  Gj(Bf) = B2 and  Gj|ß      n(E\B») =

identity.   Define the homeomorphism /j  from  E onto itself by f.(x) = fF.f~  (x)

if  x £ f(DA, and  /j(x) = x otherwise.   Then define   ¿.,  a homeomorphism from  E

onto itself, by  hl = /7/  Gj/j.

Suppose homeomorphisms   ¿. from  E  onto itself have been defined for    1 <

i<k suchthat  hi\hi_lhi_2'--hlHDi) = ldeatlty   (for   t = 1'   hi\/(Di) = identity)>

B2.Ch.h._1 . ■ • ¿j/(D. + 1), and  hh._x ■ ■ ■ hxf(B y) C B2UV   Then inductively

define  h,   .   in the following manner.   Let  F be a homeomorphism from  E onto

itself such that  F(Dk   .) - Dfe and  F|£, D        = identity, and let  G be a homeo-

morphism from  E onto itself such that  G(ß1,) = ß1,       and  G|„ ,,/c\n ^

= identity.   Define the homeomorphism cp from  E onto itself by  cf>(x) = h,  ■ ■ ■

hxfFf~Xh~x --.h'Hx) if x £hk ■■■ hyf(Dk + 2), and  cp(x) = x otherwise.   Then

define  h,   .   by  h^   . = c/>~   Gc/>.   Let  g  be a homeomorphism from  E onto Int Bj

such that  g|Bl/ = identity.   Then  h = ■ ■ ■ h2hyfg is the desired homeomorphism.

The next theorem follows from Lemma 1.1 (also see  [15]).

Theorem 1.1.   A cell in  E   is tame if and only if it has a collar.

Sanderson has given an example in   [15] of a cell in Hilbert space which is

not tame.

Lemma 1.2.   Let  C and C    be two cells in E such that  C' C C and

C\Int C'   contains a collar K of C'.   Then there exists a homeomorphism </>

from the pair (By. S y)  onto the pair (C, Bd C) such that  C' C <p(By) C K U C'.

Proof.   Let  g  be a homeomorphism from   (By, Sj) onto  (C, Bd C) and let  h

be a homeomorphism from  (By By, Sj) onto (K U C ; C , Bd(K u C )).  Choose

x £ Bj and  e > 0 so that  B((x) C g~   (int C').   Let / be a homeomorphism from

Bj  onto itself so that f(By) = B((x) and f\s   = identity.   Choose  y £ßj and

8 > 0 so that Bs(y)C73"  g(B((x)).   Let  F be a homeomorphism from Bj  onto

itself so that  F(B%(y)) = By and  F|~   = identity.   Define   G, a homeomorphism

from  C onto itself, by  G(x) = hFh~   (x) if x £ K u C', and  G(x) = x otherwise.

Then  Ggf is the desired homeomorphism.

Lemma 1.3.   Let C be a cell in E  contained in B.   such that B.   contains

a collar of C.   Then there exists a homeomorphism h from Int B,   onto itself

such that h(By) = C.
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Proof.   By Lemma 1.2, it can be assumed without loss of generality that

C C By.   If   K is a collar of  C contained in  Bj\lnt C,  then there exists a homeo-

morphism / from  (Bj; By, St) onto  (K U G; C, Bd (K u C)).   By Lemma 1.1,

there is a homeomorphism F from E onto itself such that  F|„    = f\B   .   Let g

be a homeomorphism from Int Bj  onto E so that g\Bx, = identity.   Then define

the desired homeomorphism  h to be  g~   Fg.

Lemma 1.4.   // C and D are closed subsets of E contained in Int Bj  and

e\b.   respectively, then there exist cells  C'   and D'   in E contained in Int Bj

and E\B     respectively, such that  C C Int C', D C E\d', ß j\lnt C'   is a collar

of C',  and D\Int B.   is a collar of B..

Proof.   To construct  C    assume without loss of generality that  6 e C.   Let

d(x, C) = inf {||x - z||: z £ C\, and define the function / from S¡, into Int Bj\C

by f(x) = [2 - d(2x, C)]x.   Since d( ■ , C) is a continuous function from E onto

the nonnegative real numbers, / is continuous.   Also since / maps each point

x eSy into the line segment  [9: 2x], then / is one-to-one, and /"    is continu-

ous.   Define the homeomorphism    F from Bj  onto itself so that, for each x eSy,

F maps the line segment  [$:x] linearly onto  [6 : f(x)] and maps the line segment

[x:2x] linearly onto  [/(x):2x].   Then  F(By) is the desired cell C'.

To construct  D', define the function g from S.  into E\(D U Bj) by g(x) =

[l + Vid(x, D)]x.   Define the homeomorphism  G from  B}  into E\D so that, for

each  x £5j,   G maps the line segment   [Q'AAx] linearly onto  [f?:x] and maps the

line segment  [!^x:x] linearly onto  [x:g(x)].   Then  G(ßj) is the desired cell D1.

The following   'half-open annulus theorem" is well known for finite-dimen-

sional spaces (see for example  [12]).

Theorem 1.2.   If C  is a tame cell in E contained in Int ß,,   then there

exists a homeomorphism h from Int ß.   onto itself such that h(Bt/) = C.

Proof.   Let  / be a homeomorphism from  E onto itself such that f(C) = B..

By Lemma 1.4, there exists a collar   K of  ß,   so that   Kuß. C /(Int ß,).   Then

/"   (K) is a collar of  C which is contained in  Int By   The conclusion then

follows from Lemma 1.3.

Corollary 1.1.   Let G and C    be two tame cells in E such that C' C Int C.

Then there exists a homeomorphism from the pair (ß.\ß1/( S.) onto the pair

(C\C', Bd C).

In general it is not known whether the half-open annulus  Int ß,\lnt C in

Theorem 1.2 can be strengthened to the annulus  ßj\lnt C.   However, in  [10] it

is shown that the following conjecture is true for those normed linear spaces  E

which are homeomorphic to a countable infinite product of copies of itself.
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Annulus conjecture for E.   If C  is a tame cell in E contained in Int B.,

then there exists a homeomorphism h from B.   onto itself such that h(By) = C

and AL    = identity.

If  C is a tame cell in E contained in  By, then Bj\lnt C is an approxima-

tion to an annulus in the following sense.

Theorem 1.3.   Let  C  be a tame cell in E  contained in By.   Then for any

0 < t < Vi,  there exists a homeomorphism h from  E  onto itself such that  h(Bx/) =

C and BX_(C h(Bx_()C Bx C h(B x) C B x +(.

2. Cellular sets and point-like sets. If A is a subset of E, a cellular

sequence for A is a decreasing sequence, iC.}0^., of cells in E such that

IT  ,C. = A  and  C.  , C Int C. f or each  i.   Also À  is cellular in E if there exists
z=l     z z+1 z

a cellular sequence for  A.

If  C and  C    are two closed subsets of  E such that  C  C Int C, then  C and

C    are said to have annular difference if there exists a homeomorphism  h from the

triple   (Bj\lnt Bx/; Sx, Sy) onto the triple   (C\Int C'; Bd C, BdC').

Theorem 2.1.   // A is cellular in E,   then there exists a cellular sequence

for A  such that each element of the sequence is tame and each two elements of

the sequence have annular difference.

Proof.   Let  iC}°lj  be a cellular sequence for A.   For each  i, by Lemma 1.4,

define   C   to be a cell in  E such that  C   C Int C1,  C    . C Int C , and  C'\lnt C.
I z 1+1 t ' I 1

is a collar of  C ..   Then  [C.}00,   is a cellular sequence for  A  such that each

C;\lnt C.   , contains a collar of  C.  ..   By Lemma 1.2, for each   z,  there exists a

homeomorphism  h. from the pair   (B,, S A onto the pair  (C ., Bd C .) such that

C.   j C bAßy).   If  E  is infinite-dimensional, choose   o > 0 and  w £ E such that

Ba(w) C E\C j,  and let  A } = E\Int Ba(w).   lí  E  is finite-dimensional, let  Aj   be

some closed ball containing   Cy   In either case there exists a homeomorphism fx

from  E  onto itself such that  fX(Bx) = Ay

Suppose that subsets  A¿ of E and homeomorphisms  /. from E onto itself

have been defined for 1 < z < k so that /.(Bj) = A  , fÍ.B2) = A¿_      and  C.C

Int Á¿ C Int C;_j  (where  A0=/j(ß2)and  C0 = E).   Then inductively define A

and /.   j  as follows.   Let  £ > 0 and x £ E be chosen so that  B (x) C (7  (C,   .).

Also choose  5 > 0 and y £ E so that  B %(y) C h~  fk(B((x)).  Define the homeo-

morphism g from  Bj  onto itself so that g(B$(y))=By and g|^   = identity.

Define  G, a homeomorphism from  E onto itself, by  G(x) = f~  h,gh~  f Ax) if

x £ f7   (G¿), and   G(x) = x otherwise.   Let  </> be a homeomorphism from  E  onto

itself such that  c/iiBj) = B((x) and  cp(B2) = By   Then set /¿,   j = f¡Gcp and Afe

= /,   j(ßj).   Then  \A ■]°c_x  is a cellular sequence for A  satisfying the conclusion

of the theorem.
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A subset of a homogeneous space  X is point-like in X if its complement in

X  is homeomorphic to the complement of a point in  X.   When  E  is infinite-dimen-

sional, the complement of a point in   E  is homeomorphic to  E  [14].   Therefore the

property of being point-like in   E  is equivalent to the property of being negligible

in  E for infinite-dimensional E (a set is negligible in a space  X if its comple-

ment is homeomorphic to  X).

It is known that cellular sets are equivalent to connected, point-like sets in

finite-dimensional spaces   [16].   This is not true for infinite-dimensional spaces,

as the following example shows.   Let 5 be the countable infinite product of open

intervals.   Anderson showed that  s  is homeomorphic to separable Hubert space

(see   [3]).   For each  i,  let  7C = \(xy x2, ■ ■ ■ ) £ s; x . £ [ - V2, l/2] fot j < i, and

x. = 0 for  /> i\.   Then   K = L/°liK    is a connected  cr-compact subset of  s which

is not closed in s, and hence not cellular in s (Hilbert space).   Since   7< is

<7-compact, by results in  [31,  K is point-like.

Theorem 2.2.   // E   is infinite-dimensional, then a subset of E  is cellular in

E   if and only if it is closed and point-like in E.

Proof.   By Theorem 2.1, if A  is cellular in  E there exists a cellular sequence

{C¿|°^j  for A  such that each  C. is tame and each  C. and  C. ,  have annular

difference.   Since   Cj   is tame, let  h.   be a homeomorphism from  E onto itself so

that  ¿j(Bj) = Cj.   Since   Cj  and   C2 have annular difference, there is a homeo-

morphism / from the triple  (Bj\lnt By-, Sy Sy) onto the triple  (Cj\lnt C2;Bd Cj,

Bd C2).   Define a homeomorphism g from the pair  (ß,\lnt By, Sy) onto itself so

/-l
that  g\s    =/    ^\\$,-   Set  h2 = f, which is a homeomorphism from the trip! e

(BjXlnt By; Sv Sy) onto the triple   (Cj\lnt C2; Bd Cp Bd C2) such that  h2\s

= ^jls,'   Then by induction, define, for each ra > 1, the homeomorphism  h    from

the triple   (B1/(„_ i)\lnt S ,/„; S/(„_ , y *,/„) onto the triple   (C^Xlnt Cn;

Bd Cn_v Bd Cn) suchthat h„\suin_l) = hn-\\sl/,n_l)-   The desired homeo-

morphism h from  E\\d\ onto E\A  may now be defined by  h(x) = h Ax) if x £

E\B     and  h(x) = h(x) if x £ B   ,       , Aß,/    forra>l.

Conversely, let A  be a closed and point-like in £.   Since  E is infinite-

dimensional, there exists a homeomorphism / from  E  onto  E\A.   For each posi-

tive integer   i, define   V. = {x £ e\A: flX*, A) < l/i\.   Then  {V.!°l,  is a decreas-

ing sequence of closed sets in  E\A, and since  A  is closed,  n°l,V/.= 0.   It

can be assumed without loss of generality that  /     (Vj) riß    =0,   For each   i,

let  AF = \x £ E: d(x, fl(V.)) < l/i\.   By Urysohn's lemma, there exists a con-

tinuous function r.; E —> [O, 1 ] such that r.(/~1(V/)) = 1  and  r .(e\n .) = 0.   De-

fine the continuous function   r: E —> [1, <x>) by  r(x) = max {l, 2~,r.(x)¡.   It can be

seen that r(f~  (V.)) C [i, 00) for each  i.   Define the homeomorphism g from  E
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onto itself by  g(x) = sx, where  s = sup {r: I £ r([d : x])\, so that  B i C\ gf~X(V .) =

0.   Then for each  i, define  C. = fg~1(B.).  Since  C. O V. = 0, each  C. is

closed and is hence a cell.   Also /(B.   .\lnt B •) is a collar of  C. in  E for each

z.   Therefore by Theorem 1.1, each  C. is tame in  E.   By the result of Klee in

[14], there is a homeomorphism <f> from  E onto itself so that cf>(B x) = E\lnt By

Thus, if A. = E\lnt C\, each A. is a cell in  E.   Since   fVjljA. = A, A  is cell-

ular in  E.

The following kinds of sets have been shown to be negligible, and hence

point-like.   Klee showed in  [14] that compact subsets of infinite-dimensional E

are negligible.   Anderson, Henderson, and West showed in  [4] that closed subsets

of separable Hilbert space which have Property Z (equivalently, topological in-

finite deficiency) are negligible.   Also Cutler showed in   Ll 1J that countable

unions of locally closed, locally infinite-deficient subsets of a complete space  E

are negligible, and countable unions of locally compact subsets of nonseparable

Hilbert spaces are negligible.

3.   Strongly cellular sets and decomposition spaces.   A subset A  oí  E is

strongly cellular in  E  if there exists a cellular sequence,  {C.}~j,  for  A  such

that for each open set  U in  E containing  A, there exists an integer n such that

CCU.   Such a cellular sequence will be called a strongly cellular sequence for

A.

In finite-dimensional spaces, cellularity and strong cellularity are equivalent

and agree with the usual definition of cellularity there.   However, in general they

are not equivalent.   In fact, it will be seen that strongly cellular sets must be

compact and connected.   The following is an example of a cellular set which is

neither compact nor connected, and hence not strongly cellular.   Let  E be infinite-

dimensional and let x, y £ E.   Define  A to be the line segment from x to y, which

is cellular in  E;  in fact any compact convex subset of   E is strongly cellular in

E.   Let  !G.}°^,  be a cellular sequence for A, with  h. a homeomorphism from the

pair   (Bj, S A onto the pair  (C ., Bd C .) for each   z.   Also for each   z,   let  g    be a

homeomorphism from  Bj  onto  Bj\f7>~   (z)] (where  z = ]/2x + V2y) such that  g.L   =

identity.   Define / to be some homeomorphism from  E\jz} onto E, and set  C =

/(A\jz}).   Then  C is not compact or connected, but  \fh{g{(Bx)]°°_x  is a cellular

sequence for  C.

Let  D be a decomposition of  E into compact sets, and let H[D] be the class

of nondegenerate elements of D.    E/D  denotes the decomposition space of E

defined by D.   If 77[D] consists of the single element A, then   E/A   will be used

to denote   E/D.   D will be called strongly cellular if every element of it is strong-

ly cellular in  E.

When  E is finite-dimensional, it is known that A  is cellular in  E if and only
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if E/A is homeomorphic to E  [16].  There is a corresponding relationship for

strongly cellular sets in infinite-dimensional normed linear spaces.

Theorem 3.1.   Let D  be a decomposition of E such that H[D] is discrete.

Then E/D  is homeomorphic to E  if and only if D  is strongly cellular.

Proof.   Let D = \D   \y £ T\.  Since  E is collectionwise normal there exists

a pairwise disjoint collection  Ii = \Uy\y £ T\ of open subsets of  E such that

DC U     fot each y £ T.   First let / be a homeomorphism from E/D onto E,  let

g be the canonical map from E onto  E/D,  let h = fg,  let A £ H[D], and let  V

be the member of   u containing  A.   Without loss of generality assume that  h(A) =

\6\.   Choose   f>0 so that   B(Ch(U), and for each   i, define  A . = h~ Hß(/.).   If

E  is infinite-dimensional,  E\A    is a cell in   E for each   i (the finite-dimensional

case can be established by appealing to the  Schoenflies  theorem—Sanderson has

proved an infinite-dimensional  Schoenflies   Theorem in   [15] which could be used

here in the infinite-dimensional case also).   Therefore, since  E\A  is open, each

h~  (B / AInt Ff/(    j)) is a collar of  E\A . in  E\A.   Thus each  E\B . is tame,

so that A . is a cell in  E.   Since  \\°° ,A . = A, \A .\°°     is a strongly cellular
i i=\    i i ¡=l ° '

sequence for A.

Conversely, let  y0 be a fixed element of  T, and let A = D       and   V = U     .

By the proof of Theorem 2.1, there exists a strongly cellular sequence   \A .|~

for  A  which is contained in   V and such that each  A    is tame and each two of

its elements have annular difference.   Let g be a homeomorphism from the triple

(B,; Sv Sy) onto the triple  (Aj¡ Bd A,, Bd A2).   Call xy    -- g(d), and set  C. =

giß,^.) for each   /  (note that  C,      A,   and   G2 --A2).   Let  ¿n  be the identity

map from E\Int A j  onto itself and  A¡  the identity from Aj\lnt A2 onto itself.

Suppose that, for 1 < i < k -I, homeomorphisms h. have been defined from

ASjntA        onto C.\lntC.+,  suchthat  *,-|Bdi, . = *,._,|Bd Af.   Then define  ¿fc

from   Afe\lntA^ + I   onto  Gfc\lnt Cfe+]   such that  ¿fc|Bdi4jl  ^t_ilBdA¿ as follows.

Since   Ak and   /l/fe + ,   have annular difference, there exists a homeomorphism  /

from the triple  (ß1/fe\lnt B¡/{k + ly Sl/h. Si/(k + l)) onto the triple  (Afe\lnt A^ + ];

Bd Ak, Bd Ak + l).   For x £ A¿\lnt Afc + I  define  Afc(x) - g([\\f- '(x)||/||y ||]y), where

y =g~l*>k_lf(Ü/k\\rl(x)\W~1(x)).   Then with the  i-&.|~=1  inductively defined,

define the homeomorphism  h       from   E\A  onto  F\{x      ¡ by  h     (x) = ¿0(x) if

x £ E\Int Aj, and  />y  (x)     h .(x) if x £ A .\lnt A.    .

Thus for each  y £ V, a homeomorphism h     is defined from  E\D     onto

F\!«rl which is the identity on the boundary of   II      where  x     e (7   .   Define

the desired homeomorphism  h (torn  F/D onto  /:  by  h(x) - x     if x = D   ,  h(x)  -

hy(x) if x e lly\Dy, and  ¿(x)  - x  if x £ F\U{F7:y t r(.   The 6/ro«g cellular-

ity is necessary in order that  h~     be continuous at each  x   .
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It has been asked whether the decomposition space defined from any compact

upper semicontinuous decomposition of Hilbert space is homeomorphic to Hilbert

space.   More generally, consider  E  any normed linear space.   Let   2. be a subset

of  E which is the homeomorphic image of an  «-sphere.   It will follow from Corol-

lary 3.1 that   2 is not strongly cellular in   E.   Thus, by Theorem 3.1,  £/£ is an

example of a decomposition space defined from a compact upper semicontinuous

decomposition of  E which is not homeomorphic to  E.

The concept of "shape of a compactum" used in the following theorem can

be found for example in   [7].

Theorem 3.2.   Every strongly cellular set in E  is a compactum with the

shape of a point.   Conversely, if E  is homeomorphic to the product of itself with

Hilbert space, then every compactum with the shape of a point is strongly cell-

ular.^)

Proof.   Let A  be strongly cellular in  E and let  {C.}°\  be a strongly cell-

ular sequence for A.   It is clear that  A   is compact if  £  is finite-dimensional, so

let  E be infinite-dimensional.   Now suppose that Int A / 0.   Since  £\A  is

nonempty and open, there is a homeomorphism from  E  onto itself taking  A   into

some ball contained in  E\A  (due to results in  [14]).   Hence it can be assumed

without loss of generality that A  is bounded in  £ and  0 £ Int A.   Let  i*.}.0^,  be

a sequence of points of  S j   in   £ which has no limit point.   For each integer   i,

there exists  y. £ (C. O T .)\A, where   T   is the half-infinite ray starting at  6

and passing through  x ..   Then  EXiyJ0!,   is open, contains A, and contains no

C..   This is a contradiction, so that Int A = 0.   Next suppose that A  is not

compact.   Let  \z -\°°_x  be a sequence of points of  A  which has no limit point,

and let   i(T.}°^,   be a mutually disjoint sequence of open subsets of  E such that

z. £ U { and   1/. C Bj ,.¿(z ) for each  i.   Since   77. is not contained in  A  because

Int A = 0, for each integer   i there exists a  w . £ (C . O 7T.)\A.   Then   EXiz^.}0^,

is open, contains   A,  and contains no  C ..   This is again a contradiction, so that

A   is compact.   Since each neighborhood of  A  contains a cell containing  A,  A

is contractible in every neighborhood.   Then by Corollary 9.5 in  [6], A  ¡s a

fundamental absolute retract.   Therefore by Theorem 7.1 in   [7], A  has the shape

of a point.

Conversely, suppose that   E  is homeomorphic to the product of itself with

Hilbert space, and A  is a compactum with the shape of a point.   Hilbert space

is homeomorphic to s,  the countable infinite product of lines,   [3], and s  is

homeomorphic to s x Q [l], where  Q  is the Hilbert cube.   Thus there exists a

(2)   The author would like to thank the referee for pointing out Theorem 3.2, which

amalgamates and strengthens several of the author's original theorems.
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homeomorphism  ç6 from   E  onto  £ x Q.   Since  A   is compact, it may be assumed

that  (¡>(A)C \0] x W C E xQ,  where   W has infinite deficiency in  Q  (see   [2]).   By

a theorem of Chapman   [9], considering  \d\ x Q as  Q, there exists a pseudo-

isotopy  77: (\6] x Q) x 7 —> (\0] xQ) x I, where  H is a level-preserving surjection

which is a homeomorphism on the complement of  </>(A) x Í0} and which maps   cp(A)

x \0] to a point.   For q £ Q,  let q   denote  (6, q) £ \d] x Q.   Let  H*(if, t) be that

element of Q such that  H(q, t) = ((6, H (q~, /)), t).   Define the homeomorphism  h

from  (E x ö)/c/>(A) onto  E x g as follows.   Let  (x, q) £ (E x 2)/c/.(A).   If  (x, q) /

c/)(A) and  0 < ||x|| < 1, define   h(x, q) = (x, H*(q, \\x\\)).   If   (x, q) = c/>(A), define

h(x, q) = ((9, 77*(a, 0)), where  a £ A.   Finally, if   ||x|| > 1,  define   h(x, q) = (x, q).

With h thus defined,  cf>~  hep    is a homeomorphism from E/A  onto  £, where  </>

is the homeomorphism from  E/A  onto  (£ x Q)/cp(A) induced by  eft.   Therefore by

Theorem 3.1,  A   is strongly cellular in   E.

The condition that E is homeomorphic to the product of itself with Hilbert

space cannot be deleted since a wild arc in R has the shape of a point, but is

not cellular in  R  .

The following corollary of Theorem 3.2 is a consequence of results in   [5l.

Corollary 3.1.    Let A   be a strongly cellular subset of E.   Then A   has the

homology groups of a point.   Further, if A is an absolute neighborhood retract,

then it has the homotopy groups of a point.

Corollary 3.2.   If £   is homeomorphic to the product of itself and Hilbert

space, then every subset of E  which is homeomorphic to some compact point-like

subset of Rn   is strongly cellular in E.

4.   The monotone union of open cells.   The purpose of this section is to ob-

tain an analog to Brown's theorem which says that the union of an increasing

sequence of open  «-cells is an  «-cell  [8].

An open E-cell in a topological space  X is defined to be an open subset of

X which is homeomorphic to  £.   If a subset Q of  E is an open  E-cell in E,

then Q will be said to be an open cell in  E.   The space  E has the monotone

union property provided the following is true.   If  ÍO  !°ti   is an increasing sequence

of open  E-cells in any space   X, then  U°li Ö    is an open  E-cell in  X.

Lemma 4.1.   If SQ.}0^,   zs an increasing sequence of open E-cells in X, then

U°li Ö- has trivial homotopy type.

Proof.   Let  « be an arbitrary nonnegative integer, and let / be a map from the

standard  «-sphere  Sn into U°lj Qr   Since f(Sn) is compact, f(S")CQm for

some integer  m.   Since  Q     is an open  E-cell, / extends to a map from the stand-

ard   (« + l)-ball  B" + 1  into Q   .
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Theorem 4.1.    // E   is homeomorphic to the countable infinite product of copies

of itself, then E  has the monotone union property.

Proof.   Let  So-Î°°_i  t>e an increasing sequence of open  E-cells in  X.   Then

U°li Q ■ is an E-manifold, and by Lemma 4.1, it has the homotopy type the same

as that of  E.   It has been established that two  E-manifolds are homeomorphic if

and only if they have the same homotopy type (see   [13]).   Therefore   U°lj Q¿ is

homeomorphic to  E,  and hence is an open   E-cell in  X.
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